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Problem 1 (19 points)

(a, 2pts) Please give the complete integral solution (with an integer parameter.l,r) for the diophantine
linear equation 4u * 3v: 1 in the integer variables u and v. Please show your work.
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(b,9pts) b1. Please give the complete integral solution (with the integer parameters u,L2) for the
diophantine linear equation llx*8y - 4u in the integer variables x andy.
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b2. Please give the complete integral solution (with the integer parameters v,,2u:) for the
diophantine linear equation 9z*6w: 3v in the integer variables z andw.
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b3. Then substitute the solution from Part (a): for a in (b1) and for v in (b2), to obtain ttre
complete integer solution (with the integer parameters Lt,h,,tr3) for the diophantine linear
equation 12x * 8y *!z* 6w.: I in the integer variables x,!,z,w. Please show your work.
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Please find two Gaussian (complex) integers a, B such-th at a, B / {1 , -1, i, - i} 1i : t/=T1
and aB :37.
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(d, 4pts) Please compute n(127). You may assume that r:s: 113 (the 30{h prime number).
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Probrem 2 (8 points) tffi::;|r,,fi 
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where both GCD's are defined because nz + 1 10.
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Problem 3 (8 points): Consider the sequence Fn@) of polynomials in xthat is inductively defined
for all integers n) 0 bV F,o(r) : 0, Fr (*) : * and Fna2(x) :2xh+t(l - *fr@). Thus the next
elements are F2(x) :2* , fi(x) :3; , . .. Please prove by induction that f, (x) : n{ for all integers
n>0(withxodefined:l).
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Problem 4 (6 Please place check marks in the fl table.
Statement Proved to

be true
Proved to
be false

conjectured
to be true

conjectured
to be false

The sequence n2 + I,n e Z>1 contains in-
Edlely many primes.

The sequencel00n*99,n e Z>scontains in-
finitely many primes.

The sequence 22" -l l,n e Z>o contains in-
finitely many primes. V
There exist d > 0,p such that all p,p*d,p*
2d, p +3d,. . ., p+ 1000 d are orime.
The gap between two consecutive primes,
pn*r - pn can be arbitrarily large, that is,
VG > 21n) 1: Dn+t - p, ) G.

The gap between two consecutive primes,
pn+t - pn is eqtal2 infinitely often. V

Problem 5 (5 points): Please state the theorem on prime numbers whose proof was first given by
Charles de la Vall6e Poussin. Please also give the name of the second number theorist who proved
it at the same time independently.
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